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Abstract. Getting young people excited about mathematics is critical in our high-tech world. Teachers today need to encourage students to be confident in their ability to solve problems, to think and use their imaginations, to understand mathematical concepts, to be creative, and see math as a human endeavor. The author believes that as students feel less anxious about, and more confident in their abilities to do math their performance will improve. Math anxiety has become a growing concern in the United States as well as in many other countries around the globe. Educators need to address this alarming problem and work toward developing mathematically confident young people for a world where Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) fields dominate the globe. Using children’s literature and fairy tales to teach math may help in addressing the improvement of attitudes toward mathematics and help students to be more creative and imaginative in a world with endless possibilities and with advancing technologies. Bibliotherapy is also discussed.
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1 Introduction

“If you want your children to be intelligent, read them fairy tales. If you want them to be more intelligent, read them more fairy tales.”

— Albert Einstein 1879-1955

In the fairy tale Sir Cumference and the Dragon of Pi, a Math Adventure (Neuschwander, 2004), the son Radius (the name is referred to but not described in math terms) saves his father’s life. Sir Cumference, after accidentally turning him into a fire breathing dragon. Of course, a math formula is the reason for the solution. Did you know Sir Cumference named Pi in this story? Did you know this story tells how the math formula for Pi was discovered? This is a fictional story but the author’s purpose is achieved when children remember this math lesson and what Pi means.
2 Building Math Confidence for a STEM World

Today we live in an age of advancing technologies that are constantly changing. Children need to be literate as well as be very good at mathematics and problem solving in order to compete in a global society. A youngster's lack of confidence and ability to do mathematics may impact his/her entire life forever both in all decisions they make on a daily basis as well as future career choices. Teachers today must be equipped to reach all children and develop their confidence and ability to do mathematics. Teachers must check to see that all children have positive attitudes and dispositions toward math (NCTM, 1989). As Boaler (2008) points out, it is critical to ensure our young people are confident and well prepared in mathematics if they are going to compete for such high-tech jobs today and in the future. Today, the United States is working to lead more young people into the fields of Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) so we as a country can better compete globally. If we are to build math confidence in our students, math teachers need to address the issue of math anxiety which often manifests itself as hesitancy or learned helplessness in observed math achievement. Burns (1998) and Jackson & Leffingwell (1999) show that Americans do not like mathematics. Burns contends that two-thirds of Americans loathe math and Jackson & Leffingwell found that only about 7% of Americans reported having positive experiences while taking math classes at the Kindergarten through college levels. This is alarming in our information age where mathematics plays such a critical role. Sparks (2011) feels that as the STEM fields become more important for our students to study, our schools and teachers need to do more to address math anxiety so that our students are confident to study areas related to STEM. With the NCTM Standards pushing for more communications in mathematics (NCTM, 1989 & 2000) and also the push to incorporate literature in the teaching of mathematics, teachers are now able to make better connections to mathematics and students’ lives. Today there are literally thousands of children’s literature books out there to teach mathematics, this article will share several of them, advocating their use (See Appendix A and B for an extensive list of math related literature).

3 Using Fairy Tales and Children’s Literature to Teach Math

Within the past decade or two children’s and adolescent literature has been recognized as a means to teaching mathematics concepts to students through the use of stories to make mathematics ideas relevant and meaningful. Literature can also be used as a form of therapy (bibliotherapy) to reach students who may be frustrated with being taunted or teased for excelling in mathematics or for having math anxiety. Rozalski, Stewart and Miller (2010) have found that using carefully selected thematic books; teachers can use literature to reach young people who are experiencing difficult situations.

Teachers can use children’s literature to reach a child in a non-threatening way by reading literature that can help to teach math concepts and really connect to the mathematical understanding of the learner and at the same time not intimidate, threaten, or turn-off a child to mathematics like some traditional approaches may have in the past. Children’s and adolescent literature can be a beneficial way of teaching mathematics (See Appendix A and B).

Benefits of Using Literature in Mathematics Instruction

- Math concepts are taught in the context of a story
- Incorporates integrated studies with reading, writing, speaking, listening, etc.
- Develops mathematical thinking
- Prevents math anxiety and creates a less math anxious classroom environment
- Allows for a variety of responses
- Makes historical, cultural, and practical applications and connections
- May allow for the use of manipulatives as it relates to the story
- The teacher can assess a child’s understanding by reading/questioning
- Today there is a range of books to use in teaching most math concepts K-8
- May lead to problem solving and active involvement from the context of the story
- Provides a shared experience for students and the teacher

Teachers can address the NCTM’s "Communication Standard" by incorporating literature in the teaching of mathematics as well as by having students discuss math from the stories and write about
such concepts in mathematics to demonstrate their understanding of math concepts as well as their feelings toward math. Griffiths & Clyne (1991) in their book, *Books you can count on: Linking mathematics and literature*, illustrate wonderfully many examples of how to connect children's literature into a math lesson. Included below is a sample of some suggested activities tying literature into the teaching of mathematics. It is important to mention a distinction between using literature in the teaching of mathematics, teachers may use literature to introduce, teach, reinforce, and make important connection to many math concepts through the use of story books that hold mathematics themes. There are also books that may be used to assist students with helping them come to terms with things like fear of mathematics for example, the book, *Math Curse* (Scieszka & Smith, 1995), or the book, *Counting on Frank* (Clement, 1991), which can be used to help gifted math students to accept and respect their giftedness with mathematics (Furner and Kenney, 2011).

4 Math Bibliotherapy

Affective factors play such an important role in learning (McLeod, 1992) and teachers need practical classroom strategies to address the feelings of their students suffering from mathematics anxiety. Teachers need to create supportive environments in which their students feel comfortable expressing how they are feeling about their mathematical experiences. One approach in helping young people express themselves comfortably is through bibliotherapy. Bibliotherapy is reading of selected literature to produce affective change and to promote personality growth and development (Abdullah, 2002; Betzalel & Shechtman, 2010; Doll & Doll, 1997; Forgan, 2002, 2003; Furner, 2004; Jeon, 1992; Heath, Sheen, Leavy, Young & Money, 2005; Jack & Ronan, 2008; Lenkowsky, 1987; Reis & Renzulli, 2004; Rozalski, Stewart & Miller, 2010; Sridhar & Vaughn, 2000; Sullivan & Strang, 2003). Bibliotherapy can be used as an attempt to help young people understand themselves and cope with problems by providing literature relevant to their personal situations and developmental needs (Betzalel & Shechtman, 2010). Hébert and Kent (2000) advocate the use of young adult literature for gifted teenagers to address social and emotional concerns. Teachers using this approach hold a fundamental belief that reading will influence thinking and behavior, and that through guided discussions selected readings can be focused on specific needs of students as well. Reading children's literature, fairy tales, and stories while teaching math concepts can allow students to invoke more creativity and employ their imaginations further while making important mathematical connections to their understanding.

The bibliotherapy process is fairly easy to understand and implement. The therapeutic experience while reading a book happens to us each time we pick up a good book and say, ‘This character is very much like me. I can relate to this person.’ This interaction is known as identification, and the more we have in common with people we meet in our reading, the closer will be the identification process. That identification produces a sense of tension relief, or ‘catharsis,’ an emotional feeling that tells us we are not alone in facing our problems. As we enjoy the book, we learn vicariously through the characters in the book. We gain new ways of looking at troublesome issues we face and insight evolves. With this new insight, changed behavior may occur as real life situations similar to those experienced in the books are confronted (Furner, 2004). The three most recognized stages of bibliotherapy are identifications, catharsis, and insight (Forgan, 2002; Halsted, 1994; Jack & Ronan, 2008); however, another less mentioned in the literature yet especially interesting for teachers working with mathematics anxious students, is the concept of universalization (Slavson, 1950), or the recognition that our problems are not unique. Through universalization we realize that we, as sensitive individuals, ‘are in this together.’ Thatcher and Fletcher (2008) have found that not all teachers realize or see the value in using literature or bibliotherapy for neither addressing students’ problems nor how to use such a process. Hopefully this article helps to address this.

Books can help teachers guide the emotional development of their students’ far more than intellectual discussion because stories directly affect human emotions (Forgan, 2002, 2003; Furner, 2004; Rozalski, Stewart & Miller, 2010). A skillful author can help young people connect with others who have similar problems. If books or short stories can touch young people emotionally, they may be much more receptive to ideas presented by the author than if they are presented to them in a lecture by a concerned teacher. Students who are unable to talk about their anxieties often can identify with characters in books strongly enough to experience the catharsis and acquire some important insights.
For bibliotherapy to be successful, a meaningful follow-up discussion is required (Forgan, 2002; Furner, 2004). To simply read a good book with an entire class is not bibliotherapy. It is very important that young people not only read books, but also become involved in discussions, counseling and follow-up techniques such as role-playing, creative problem solving, relaxation with music, art activities and journal writing (Furner, 2004; Forgan, 2002, 2003; Hébert, 1991, 1995; Hébert & Furner, 1997). When presented in this way, bibliotherapy can be enjoyable while providing a time for solid introspection for young people.

It is important that sensitive mathematics teachers’ help students recognize that their abilities may differ from their peers, acknowledge that they may also have areas of weakness and assist them in developing self-esteem by become satisfied with who they are as individuals (Ableser, 2008). Teachers using bibliotherapy may be successful in doing so by making connections to the students’ attitudes and feelings with the characters in story books (Regan & Page, 2008). Leininger, Dyches, Prater and Heath (2010), Burke (2009), and Kurtts and Gavigan (2008) have all found that there are a wide range of literature and picture books useful in conducting bibliotherapy to address a wide range of conditions and societal factors impacting young people today. The bottom line here is that using fairy tales or literature to teach mathematics can be beneficial for student in learning mathematics concepts in a more meaningful way, making important connections while allowing our young people to employ some creativity and imagination to the learning situation. Too, the use of bibliotherapy is also beneficial in that it can help some students in class who might either struggle with fears or anxiety about math or even the peer-pressure of being mathematically gifted and considered a geek or nerd.

5 Some Possible Math Activities for Teachers to Try Using Literature

1. 'Alphabet Snoop’ is an activity used as a project for the Palm Beach County Math Fair by a second grade classes. The children predicted which letter of the alphabet would occur most frequently in their reading books. The activity included tallying with tally marks, individual graphing, class graphing, and the use of calculators. It was very exciting and rewarding for the class as it incorporated children’s literature and actual mathematics in a non-threatening way.

At the intermediate grade levels, students can also connect math and language concepts in a similar fashion. There are a series of books on the parts of speech by Ruth Heller that could be used to stimulate student interest as they relate to different parts of speech. These books could be used to identify different types of words and understanding their use, an important approach for English Language Learners (ELL) students. Some math skills that can be applied are:

- Assembling information and choosing an appropriate way to record and display.
- Averaging the usage of words and finding percentages of kinds of words used in different types of writing.
- Finding patterns in various forms of writing and expressing them in mathematical terms.
- Developing calculator skills when analyzing information.

These are a few of many ideas that you can develop.

2. Another great idea to connect math and literature in the classroom is by using The Grandfather Tang’s Story, a Chinese folktale; this book uses tangrams to tell a whimsical story of meeting many creatures during the characters odyssey. This story can be read and used with transparencies and student activity pages geared to the appropriate grade levels to make this a participatory activity. The younger children can use pictures with outlined pieces in the drawing, while the older ones had only the basic outline and had to fill it in with the tangrams to make the animal mentioned on each page of the story. Children can also come up to the projector to work with the tangram pieces. It can be a very successful lesson at all grade levels. The use of literature to develop math concepts can go a long way in relieving children’s math anxiety.

3. Teachers may use Shel Silverstien’s poem, Smart, while teaching a unit on money. The poem starts out with a young boy receiving a one dollar bill from his dad because he is “his smartest son” and he goes through a series of trades and transactions to receive other coins. He feels that each time he trades and receives more coins he has more than one. For example, swapping the one dollar bill for two shiny
quarters "cause two is more than one. After reading this poem to children, a teacher may use a journal
writing prompt activity from the book, *Write Starts: 101 Writing prompts for math*, by McIntosh &
Draper (1997), to have the students write about and then discuss "What the error is in the story
(problem)." Teachers may use many of the prompts in this book for follow-up of different children’s
literature. How is math used in your favorite sport? Maybe be a great writing prompt after students
sign of a good problem solver is... After reading the book *Betcha!*, by Murphy and Schindler (1997).

4. The use of bibliotherapy has been a recognized means for reducing/overcoming math anxiety.
Teachers can read stories to children, like the book, *Math Curse* and *A Gebra Named Al, and then* have
student share how the characters relate to them and their own bad experiences with math. This can be
a catharsis or therapeutic for children who may feel as the character did and help them recognize they
are not the only ones that feel this way. Teachers may too encourage students to discuss and write
about their own experiences with math and perhaps direct them to write their very own math
autobiography (Kitchens, 1995). Teachers can just use literature to introduce, teach, or reinforce math
concepts and then extend their students’ understanding allowing the students to discuss and write about
their understanding through various activities. It is critical in this day and age that we reach all
students and if literature can be a means to reach children and turn them on to mathematics then
teachers need to incorporate this best practice!

5. *A Cloak for the Dreamer*, by Friedman and Howard (1994) is a wonderful story to read to students
to teach about two-dimensional geometry, spatial sense, and tessellations. Today there is almost an
endless array of children’s literature for teaching mathematics concepts to cover almost any NCTM and
Sunshine State Standard Strand in mathematics from Number Sense, Measurement, Geometry,
Algebraic Thinking, and Data Analysis, etc. *A Cloak for the Dreamer* tells a story of a tailor being
commissioned by the Archduke to design and sew three new cloaks for himself and three dresses for his
wife. The Archduke requires the cloaks to be very colorful and also use shapes so that there are no gaps
or overlaps so that he will not be cold and that no material will be wasted. The tailor has his three sons
help him out with this task. This book explores tessellations. It can lead to a nice activity with
manipulatives like pattern blocks where children can discover which shapes tessellate. Children’s
literature books like this are wonderful to read as a shared experience with children as they teach
mathematical concepts within the context of a story making the learning of mathematics more
meaningful to the learner.

Geist (2010) feels that negative attitudes toward mathematics and what has come to be known as
"math anxiety" are serious obstacles for children in all levels of schooling today. In his paper, the
literature is reviewed and critically assessed in regards to the roots of math anxiety and its especially
detrimental effect on children in "at-risk” populations such as, special education, low socioeconomic
status, and females, he feels that an anti-anxiety curriculum is critical in building students’ confidence
when working with mathematics. We need to use best practices like incorporating children’s literature in
the teaching of mathematics to be sure to turn students on to math.

6 Summary

Albert Einstein said, “Everybody is a genius. But if you judge a fish by its ability to climb a tree, it will
live its whole life believing that it is stupid.” As educators we need to seek every which way to reach all
types of students, turning them on to math and making them feel confident to do math and solve any
problem, and also to have them use their creativity and imagination in the learning process. In today’s
times of increasing technology and with more of a push to better prepare more young people for the
STEM fields, children must be confident in their ability to do mathematics. With recent statistics
showing students poor attitudes or declining scores in math as they increase in age for example from the
Third International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) (Schmidt, 1998) and other researchers like
Burns (1998) and Jackson & Leffingwell (1999). Today, teachers can address the issue of math anxiety
in their students by using children’s literature and writing to help in reducing such anxiety by using
books as a form of what is called bibliotherapy. Teachers can also incorporate children’s literature to
help in preventing math anxiety from occurring by using such books in a shared setting with students
making such connections to mathematics in more meaningful ways along with incorporating writing,
discussion, and the use of manipulatives as they relate to the story in the children’s literature book.

Teachers can do many things mentioned in this article in their own classrooms to help prevent and reduce math anxiety. As a society, we must work together to extinguish this discomfort that our kids are having toward mathematics. It is important that our students feel confident in their ability to do mathematics in an age that relies so heavily on problem solving, technology, science, and mathematics. It really is a teachers’ obligation to see that their students value and feel confident in their ability to do math, because ultimately a child’s life: all decisions they will make and careers choices may be determined based on their disposition toward mathematics. As teachers we must make the difference in our students’ attitudes toward math! Using children’s literature can help make better connections in math. Today it is important that we hear more students say, "Math is my favorite subject," "I am a good problem solver," "I am great at math!" or “I want to be an inventor or scientist!” Einstein said, “I am enough of an artist to draw freely upon my imagination. Imagination is more important than knowledge. Knowledge is limited. Imagination encircles the world.” When teachers use fairy tales and children’s literature in their classroom to teach math, they are allowing for creativity, imagination, and making connections for students better preparing them for a world which is ever advancing mathematically and technologically. We need to prepare our students for such a world.
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A List of Children’s Literature/Fairytales for Teaching Mathematics by Math Strand

Children’s Literature in the Mathematics Classroom

Number Sense, Concepts and Operations
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**Geometry and Spatial Sense**

1. Ryan, S. MYSTIFYING MATH PUZZLES. Scholastic Inc. NY. 1996. Teaches spatial sense through puzzles and mazes.
5. TANGRAM PATTERNS. Creative Publications. California. 1977. Teaches spatial sense and geometry by using geometric shapes to form pictures.
Measurement

Algebraic Thinking
2. PLANET DEXTER’S CALCULATOR MANIA! 101 WAYS TO ENJOY A CALCULATOR WITHOUT THROWING IT! Scholastic Inc. NY. 1995. Shows how to use a calculator while developing problem-solving skills.

Data Analysis and Probability
1. SHAKE, RATTLE AND ROLL: COOL THINGS TO DO WITH DICE. The Editors of Planet Dexter. Scholastic Inc. NY. 1995. Games to play with dice. Teaches probability concepts.